1965 pontiac banshee

With the passing of successive generations, a nearly endless number of vehicle designs and
concepts have been pitched to execs across the automotive industry. Many of these designs die
in the very meeting in which they are pitched. Reasons for this stem from a lack of creative
originality, or a design not being consistent with the direction in which a particular
manufacturer is heading. This is a lesson that John DeLorean, much to his disgust, was forced
to come to terms with. The mids were an ever-changing time in the automotive world. The vast
majority of manufacturers were striving to set themselves apart from their counterparts. Out of
this jockeying for position, the Ford Mustang was born. The Mustang was released to much
fanfare, with sales numbers being highly reflective of this fact. This led a number of
manufacturers to seek out their share of this highly lucrative market space. During this same
period, the GTO, originally offered as an options package for the Pontiac LeMans, had begun to
garner a following of its own. It was out of this desire that the XP concept car was born. This
particular car was known by the Pontiac design team staff as the Banshee. Ultimately, two
original Banshee concept cars were built. Out of these two, one was a soft-topped roadster, and
the other featured a removable hardtop. The Banshee featured sleek body lines, a inch
wheelbase, and weighed in at only 2, pounds. The car also boasted a H. It appeared that there
was a bright future ahead for the Banshee, if only it reached production. Unfortunately, it never
did. When DeLorean set out to secure the approval that was needed to send the Banshee into
full-fledged production, his requests were met with steadfast rejection. It seemed, as if, GM
executives had taken a hardline stance against the Banshee, for no other reason than the fact
that they felt it would become formidable opposition to the Corvette, in both the performance
and sales arena. Even with a revised presentation of an inline 6-cylinder option that yielded a
reported output of HP, the Banshee failed to secure the number of signatures required to send it
to production. Instead, DeLorean was told to cease all work on the current project and proceed
to design duties on a Pontiac branded version of the Camaro, which would ultimately become
the Firebird. However, the story of the Banshee was far from over. When the C3 Corvette
debuted in , it held a striking resemblance to the Banshee that had previously been barred from
production. In an ironic turn of events, it seemed as if the Banshee had become the latest
inception of the very car that it had been forbidden to stack up against. It was upon this
platform that the Banshee II was designed. Additional staples of the Banshee II were flush wheel
covers, brake cooling vents, a cut-down windshield, and a louvered hood. The Banshee II also
featured a lowered ride height over its Firebird counterpart, and housed a cubic-inch V
However, this subsequent redesign failed to develop into anything more than a conceptual
think-tank for the development of other vehicles to come. The Banshee series had continued to
evolve in a manner that provided a window into futuristic stylings that the automotive world had
yet to fully grasp. This third rendition of the Banshee featured a long sloping front end, as well
as enhanced aerodynamic rear stylings. The third rendition of the Banshee came equipped with
a cubic-inch Super Duty V8 Pontiac engine, that was more than capable of putting power to the
track beneath it. Aside from its rich list of performance purposed features and characteristics,
the Banshee III also lent segments of its design to GM production cars to come. The most
notable of which was the common front-end traits shared between this concept car and later
Trans-Ams models. The Banshee IV was far more futuristic in design than any of the other three
conceptual releases to that point. Every singular body line was sculpted as such to minimize
wind drag and to bolster aerodynamic capabilities. This was a purely experimental engine and
was leftover from a previous design effort that had since ceased. The technology contained
within the cabin of the Banshee IV was nothing short of revolutionary as well. A fully operable
HUD Heads Up Display was featured, as well as integrated controls at the steering wheel that
served a multitude of functions. Other interior features included a function-rich navigation
system and electric seats. Overall, the fourth generation Banshee drove many of the future
aspirations toward the Firebird. That in itself is an accomplishment worthy of much merit.
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By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Imagine
yourself as the general manager of Chevrolet in You're at the wheel of the largest division of
General Motors, with total passenger car production in excess of 2 million units under your
watch. Things are good, right? Not so fast. In , Chevrolet was taking a beating on several fronts,
and there was a sense that the competition was beginning to eat USA-1's lunch. The greatest hit
came from Ford 's Mustang. Without any direct competing model to consider the Camaro was
still a year away , a million Mustang buyers skipped past Chevy showrooms, where boxy Chevy
II Novas and reputation-tarnished Corvairs were the only lines of defense. In this context of
mounting hostility from Ford and the rest of Detroit, the last thing Chevy wanted was more
competition from within General Motors. And that seems to be where the story of the Pontiac XP

begins -- and ends. The sleek silver two-seat Banshee sports car on display was poised to enter
production in , but obviously never reached that goal. Some say its demise was a direct result
of complaints from Chevrolet that it would bite deeply into Corvette sales. That assumption
makes sense in light of the fact the XP was a fiberglass-bodied two-seater, just like the Corvette.
And with annual Corvette sales in the low 20,unit range, there wasn't much room for
competition. But this assumption ignores the fact that, in the early s, Ford also seemed poised
to reenter the two-seat sporty car market previously occupied by the Thunderbird. This
intention was hinted at with the October introduction of the Mustang I concept, a mid-engine
two-seat roadster powered by a small V Also worthy of note is the Chrysler XNR. Flamboyantly
styled by Virgil Exner, this two-seater sported unique asymmetrical body and trim features
capped by a wild dorsal fin. The XNR added fuel to the speculation that the other two-thirds of
the Big Three were looking very closely at the two-seat sporty car market. In light of these
highly publicized goings-on -- the XNR was displayed at the New York auto show; the Mustang I
was officially unveiled at the U. Grand Prix at Watkins Glen; and Shelby's Cobras were
conquering road courses from coast to coast -- there was plenty of speculation that the
Corvette wasn't going to be America's only sports car for much longer. In such a climate, it's
easy to understand why Pontiac would want to snare a piece of the action. And so was born the
XP As a close associate of Pontiac Motor Division head John DeLorean since Collins' arrival
there in , Collins said, "Someday, you've got to let us do a two-passenger sports car," to which
DeLorean replied, "Someday, we'll do it. Collins adds, "We were working up exterior styling with
Ned Nichols' design studio, and the Monza GT was our primary inspiration. Collins and his team
set about their work in the fully equipped Pontiac engineering building. One of his previous
assignments was to lead development of the novel flexible steel driveshaft and rear-mounted
transaxle that appeared beneath Pontiac Tempest production models. So it might be assumed
the XP would also utilize the transaxle drivetrain and perhaps even be based on a shrunken
Tempest unibody platform. This was not to be. In reality, the swing-axle Tempest models were
only marginally successful in the marketplace. The buying public never grew to appreciate the
extra engineering details under its metal skin. So, for the model year, the Tempest was entirely
redesigned as a more conventional body-on-frame offering with larger dimensions and a live
rear axle. It also became available with the optional GTO package, and a legend was born. But
we digress. With the swing axle bits no longer in production, Collins' team took a few sections
from the conventional Tempest perimeter frame and Salisbury-style bolt live rear axle as
jumping-off points for their small fleet of handbuilt concept cars. To get a better idea of what
they hatched, we put the XP coupe up on a lift at the Milford, Connecticut, shop of its current
owner, Len Napoli. Let's explore the chassis and suspension from front to rear. Collins tells us
the production version was intended to be of unitized steel construction with a bonded
fiberglass skin. The XP rides on a hybrid frame featuring a conventionally implemented steel
perimeter frame, but with no distinct body bolt-down attachment points. Rather, the floors of the
body shell are of simple flat steel sheeting and are permanently welded to the box frame.
Numerous raw welded seams are visible, and everything is protected by a heavy coat of black
paint. The production version no doubt would have featured much larger formed frame and floor
sections with spot welds keeping it all together, rather than the puzzle of flat sheet steel
beneath this handbuilt concept. The coil-spring double A-arm front suspension uses what
appear to be normal stamped steel A-arms, but they're not from the anticipated Tempest parts
bin. Further research also excludes the '63 Tempest or Corvair parts bins the first-generation
Tempest shared many items with the Corvair. It seems unlikely GM would tool up specific
stamped control arms just for these handbuilt sportsters, so we're at a loss as to their origin. No
rack and pinion here. The rear suspension is much more of a work in progress. Though Collins'
group likely cast an eye toward the Corvette's then-revolutionary independent rear suspension,
XP uses a standard Tempest bolt live rear axle, but that's where the parts-bin sourcing ends.
The four-link setup with a full Watts linkage is entirely made up of hand-welded steel plate and
tubing. Of particular interest are the numerous holes bored into each of the four suspension
links at carefully measured positions. Collins explains the holes allow for subtle
length-adjustment for suspension geometry evaluation -- a through bolt locks the setting. We
asked Collins how much real-world track testing was done on the cars, and he replied, "We took
them out to the Milford proving grounds and drove them. They were development cars and we
used them hard, especially on the ride and handling course to develop the live axle rear
suspension and its final geometry. In production, these links would have been conventional
steel stampings. Coil springs and conventional shock absorbers support the back end, and help
keep weight down versus leaf springs. Collins notes that ground clearance wasn't an issue
despite the low silhouette. That's helped in part by the positioning of a single muffler inside the
extra-wide transmission tunnel. It traps the driveshaft and is very similar to the way every C4

Corvette tucks its catalytic converter in a similar void for the same reason. Final undercar
details are a conventional aluminum case T four-speed manual, cast aluminum clutch housing,
and standard 9. If you're getting the feeling the XP rides on a very cost-conscious chassis,
you're right. Collins tells us, "The objective was to use some of the basic A-car chassis
components, so you don't have to retool them. The silver coupe demonstrates what would have
been the base model, the price leader. While Corvettes hadn't used a six since , Collins chose
Pontiac's new-for cubic-inch overhead-cam six with its pioneering flex-belt-driven cam drive.
But rather than the sexy hp Sprint version with its Rochester four-barrel carburetor and
two-piece cast iron header, this one's the basic model with a pedestrian one-barrel carburetor,
log-style exhaust manifold, and hp rating. Collins tells us the idea behind the XP was to deliver
an affordable and fun two-seat sports car, not an exotic road racer. But, he adds, "There was
going to be a long option list," so few production examples would have been as austere as our
silver coupe. In fact, a second XP was constructed with a V-8 just to give a taste of what was
possible with extra power. This car exists today in Joe Bortz's collection and is a roadster
actually a coupe minus its removable fastback top. We asked Collins if any thought was given
to making Pontiac's top engine offering -- the -- available as an option. He replied, "You're
talking to the guy who did the original GTO But we didn't want to scare the corporation off
initially by showing off too much. We'd have worked our way up to the big engines after the
start of production. Should the Corvette team have been frightened by Pontiac's proposed
lower-cost sports car? The likely answer is yes. While it would have snared a good number of
potential Mustang buyers, its similar theme would have also been attractive to the lower end of
the Corvette buyer demographic. Adding the XP to Pontiac showrooms nationwide, especially at
the height of GTO mania, would have resulted in excitement you could have seen from outer
space. And with the possibility of options like disc brakes, performance-suspension goodies,
and that big riding the XP's miniscule inch wheelbase, maybe the Corvette half a foot longer
wouldn't have seemed so hot after all. Permission and funding for further development were
denied; the XP program was over. Collins tells us, "From a design and engineering standpoint,
the car was about percent ready for production. But when the corporation said no, it instantly
went to zero. We attempted to turn things around for a few weeks, but ultimately [GM Chairman]
James Roche pulled the plug. So did Chevrolet's fear of hijacked Corvette sales really kill the
XP program? Collins admits, "It's not for me to say. I wasn't privy to those discussions. But it is
fair to assume Chevrolet was not happy to see the car. Chrysler 's XNR died when Virgil Exner
left in ; the Mustang I ballooned into the sporty-but-not-a-sports-car Mustang; and Shelby sold a
paltry Cobras in its five-year production run small blocks, big blocks. Maybe the sports car
hysteria of the early '60s was overblown. Perhaps this quote from Ford's Mustang I concept car
press kit sums it up best: "Sports cars are by their nature controversial. They arouse the
interest of the adolescent -- and of those reaching second childhood; they excite the otherwise
calm and accentuate the egotistical; they are admired by many and purchased by comparatively
few. Fortunately, after the lethal decision, Collins and his cohort, Pontiac master mechanic Bill
Killen, had enough clout to quietly place the two concept cars into on-site storage with no need
for permission. In most instances, the next stop for canceled concept cars is the crusher.
Manufacturers are always wary of product-liability suits when partially formed preproduction
vehicles reach private hands. Not this time. The cars rested at Pontiac engineering until fall
Before departing, Collins and Killen asked to purchase the pair of Banshees. At this time,
Collins tells us, "There were some left-over metal Banshee script emblems from the aborted XP
project [see sidebar], a four-seat Mustang fighter with four-wheel independent suspension and a
Tri-Power engine. In the end, that car was never shown to the public, and the less sophisticated
[Camaro-based] Firebird F-body went into production. I found the emblems at design staff and
thought they'd look good on the XP, so I installed them on both cars in Bill Collins is happily
retired in Michigan these days. He sold his white V-8 Banshee roadster several years ago, but
recently came close to buying yet another Pontiac two-seat sports car. He says, "I thought the
Solstice was a great idea. It's too bad the chief engineer on it didn't give me enough kneeroom,
or I would have bought one. What's more, he's pleased that elements of the XP exterior styling
also influenced the Opel GT hood blister and retractable headlamp shapes , ovoid tail panel
Firebird , and horizontal-slit taillamps Firebird. The Banshee offers a rare glimpse of what might
have been. And if any comparison to the nearly 66, Solstices sold between and can be made,
perhaps Pontiac's concept of an affordable two-seat sports car wasn't off base after all. This
article originally appeared in the Spring issue of Motor Trend Classic. Lenny Napoli is a Pontiac
man to the core. His father started Napoli Pontiac back in , and Len stayed with the brand,
luckily selling his franchise just a few years before GM's decision to kill the marque in Lenny
says he'll always remember the day John DeLorean attended the ribbon-cutting ceremony for
the family's new showroom in But Pontiacs are my favorite. A factory concept car like this is

about the most exclusive Pontiac you can get your hands on. We had to use a jumper pack to
start the Banshee coupe every time we moved it. Service and repair parts for the OHC six, 9.
THEN: Since it was never shown in public, or to the motoring press, there's no printed record of
any evaluation of the XP Had we driven it, Motor Trend would surely have endorsed mass
production. NOW: Never before have we been more frustrated that cars never answer when we
ask them questions. Oh, the tales this one could tell. Fortunately it has never been restored -nor has needed restoration. Its truths are mostly self-evident if you seek them out. The Banshee
name -- a DeLorean favorite borrowed from the military fighter jet -- might have applied to a
range of two- and four-seat two-doors wearing coupe, convertible, and even wagon bodywork
had every related XP program come to fruition. In March , the XP four-seat GT coupe program
was launched, with convertible and wagon-back variants illustrated. The coupe was developed
into a glitzy concept car, initially badged Scorpion, then renamed Banshee right before it was to
take center stage on Pontiac's New York auto show display. It featured side doors 20 inches
longer than conventional coupe doors. They opened on elaborate trapezoidal hinges that
articulated the doors outboard and forward. Hatches opened from the roof, gullwing-style, to
facilitate entry and egress of bouffant hairdos. The car was shipped to New York, and a press
release readied for April 8, but the Banshee was pulled at the 11th hour. Photos dated as late as
March show the car still kicking around various GM Design studios. XP was a simpler stretched
version of our Banshee, with identical nose and tail treatments. An epilogue: A September 10, ,
memo to GM Design chief Bill Mitchell orders the XP exterior clay and interior bucks to be
repurposed "reflecting a Chevrolet design for the two-passenger version coupe. Close Ad.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. David Freers photographer Steve Magnante writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Contact Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top
are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT
was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Photos by
David Freers. Source: Motor Trend, January Imagine yourself as the general manager of
Chevrolet in Things are good, right? Not so fast. Without any direct competing model to
consider the Camaro was still a year away , a million Mustang buyers skipped past Chevy
showrooms, where boxy Chevy II Novas and reputation-tarnished Corvairs were the only lines
of defense. In this context of mounting hostility from Ford and the rest of Detroit, the last thing
Chevy wanted was more competition from within General Motors. And that seems to be where
the story of the Pontiac XP beginsâ€”and ends. The sleek silver two-seat Banshee sports car on
display was poised to enter production in , but obviously never reached that goal. Some say its
demise was a direct result of complaints from Chevrolet that it would bite deeply into Corvette
sales. That assumption makes sense in light of the fact the XP was a fiberglass-bodied
two-seater, just like the Corvette. But this assumption ignores the fact that, in the early s, Ford
also seemed poised to reenter the two-seat sporty car market previously occupied by the
Thunderbird. This intention was hinted at with the October introduction of the Mustang I
concept, a mid-engine two-seat roadster powered by a small V Also worthy of note is the
Chrysler XNR. Flamboyantly styled by Virgil Exner, this two-seater sported unique asymmetrical
body and trim features capped by a wild dorsal fin. The XNR added fuel to the speculation that
the other two-thirds of the Big Three were looking very closely at the two-seat sporty car
market. In light of these highly publicized goings-on, the XNR was displayed at the New York

auto show; the Mustang I was officially unveiled at the U. And so was born the XP One of his
previous assignments was to lead development of the novel flexible steel driveshaft and
rear-mounted transaxle that appeared beneath Pontiac Tempest production models. So it might
be assumed the XP would also utilize the transaxle drivetrain and perhaps even be based on a
shrunken Tempest unibody platform. This was not to be. In reality, the swing-axle Tempest
models were only marginally successful in the marketplace. The buying public never grew to
appreciate the extra engineering details under its metal skin. So, for the model year, the
Tempest was entirely redesigned as a more conventional body-on-frame offering with larger
dimensions and a live rear axle. It also became available with the optional GTO package, and a
legend was born. But we digress. To get a better idea of what they hatched, we put the XP
coupe up on a lift at the Milford, Connecticut, shop of its current owner, Len Napoli. Collins tells
us the production version was intended to be of unitized steel construction with a bonded
fiberglass skin. Rather, the floors of the body shell are of simple flat steel sheeting and are
permanently welded to the box frame. Numerous raw welded seams are visible, and everything
is protected by a heavy coat of black paint. The production version no doubt would have
featured much larger formed frame and floor sections with spot welds keeping it all together,
rather than the puzzle of flat sheet steel beneath this handbuilt concept. No rack and pinion
here. The rear suspension is much more of a work in progress. The four-link setup with a full
Watts linkage is entirely made up of hand-welded steel plate and tubing. Of particular interest
are the numerous holes bored into each of the four suspension links at carefully measured
positions. Collins explains the holes allow for subtle length-adjustment for suspension
geometry evaluationâ€”a through bolt locks the setting. They were development cars and we
used them hard, especially on the ride and handling course to develop the live axle rear
suspension and its final geometry. In production, these links would have been conventional
steel stampings. Coil springs and conventional shock absorbers support the back end, and help
keep weight down versus leaf springs. It traps the driveshaft and is very similar to the way every
C4 Corvette tucks its catalytic converter in a similar void for the same reason. Final undercar
details are a conventional aluminum case T four-speed manual, cast aluminum clutch housing,
and standard 9. The silver coupe demonstrates what would have been the base model, the price
leader. Collins tells us the idea behind the XP was to deliver an affordable and fun two-seat
sports car, not an exotic road racer. In fact, a second XP was constructed with a V-8 just to give
a taste of what was possible with extra power. The likely answer is yes. While it would have
snared a good number of potential Mustang buyers, its similar theme would have also been
attractive to the lower end of the Corvette buyer demographic. Adding the XP to Pontiac
showrooms nationwide, especially at the height of GTO mania, would have resulted in
excitement you could have seen from outer space. Permission and funding for further
development were denied; the XP program was over. But when the corporation said no, it
instantly went to zero. We attempted to turn things around for a few weeks, but ultimately [GM
Chairman] James Roche pulled the plug. But it is fair to assume Chevrolet was not happy to see
the car. They arouse the interest of the adolescentâ€”and of those reaching second childhood;
they excite the otherwise calm and accentuate the egotistical; they are admired by many and
purchased by comparatively few. Fortunately, after the lethal decision, Collins and his cohort,
Pontiac master mechanic Bill Killen, had enough clout to quietly place the two concept cars into
on-site storage with no need for permission. In most instances, the next stop for canceled
concept cars is the crusher. Manufacturers are always wary of product-liability suits when
partially formed preproduction vehicles reach private hands. Not this time. The cars rested at
Pontiac engineering until fall Before departing, Collins and Killen asked to purchase the pair of
Banshees. In the end, that car was never shown to the public, and the less sophisticated
[Camaro-based] Firebird F-body went into production. He sold his white V-8 Banshee roadster
several years ago, but recently came close to buying yet another Pontiac two-seat sports car.
Not lost on Bill is how the Solstice is a direct spiritual descendant of the XP project. The
Banshee offers a rare glimpse of what might have been. This article originally appeared in the
Spring issue of Motor Trend Classic. The Banshee name a DeLorean favorite borrowed from the
military fighter jet might have applied to a range of two- and four-seat two-doors wearing coupe,
convertible, and even wagon bodywork had every related XP program come to fruition. In March
, the XP four-seat GT coupe program was launched, with convertible and wagon-back variants
illustrated. It featured side doors 20 inches longer than conventional coupe doors. They opened
on elaborate trapezoidal hinges that articulated the doors outboard and forward. Hatches
opened from the roof, gullwing-style, to facilitate entry and egress of bouffant hairdos. The car
was shipped to New York, and a press release readied for April 8, but the Banshee was pulled at
the 11th hour. Photos dated as late as March show the car still kicking around various GM
Design studios. XP was a simpler stretched version of our Banshee, with identical nose and tail

treatments. Hi Gary, Happy New Year, and congratulations on your newly updated website!
Looks better than ever. The Pontiac Banshee, XP story is excellent! The Banshee prototype is
for sale at a classic car dealership in Milford, Ct. The revised site is looking good. Happy you
keep this special place going for us old car designers. All the best, Allen. What a great site!! I
will visit often. What a car! Beautiful, graceful even and the perfect size. Thanks for bringing this
jewel to our attention. As a form of update, the white convertible Banshee that was owned by
Bill Collins is presently owned by Joe Bortz. It was actually the Banshee XP not They did use
the Banshee name on a few other models in the later years. The OHC-6 1-bbl was laid over on its
side to clear the hood, still required a sexy hood bump. I have pix. Pedals were adjustable,
clutch hydraulic. Great history! Tom Hall. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Check here to Subscribe
to notifications for new posts. January 8, at am. John M. Continued best wishes, John M. Steve
Sicklick. January 8, at pm. John Virga. Allen D. January 10, at pm. Rick Louderbough. January
21, at pm. Mel Francis. August 2, at pm. February 10, at am. Leave Comment. Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. In the early Sixties, Pontiac wanted to build a true sports
car. The company made a concept with styling by John DeLorean, a straight-six engine, and a
fiberglass body. It was called the Pontiac Banshee and it never made it to production. Yet, you
can still buy one, as Motor1 found. There's a Banshee Coupe concept for sale at a Kia
dealership right now. To be clear, the car in question is a first-generation Banshee. Despite
never making production, the nameplate had four generations, with concepts shown in , , , and
Two prototypes of the "first-gen" Banshee were built: a silver coupe with a straight-six and a
white convertible with a V That makes this the first Banshee, the only first-generation coupe,
and the start of a long internal struggle at GM. The Banshee, to GM executives, was going to be
too fast. With its lightweight construction and potent engine options, it'd hold its own against
the Corvette. And inside GM, where brand hierarchy is king, nothing matches the Corvette. Like
many projects since, the Banshee suffered so the Corvette could prosper. It's a a car that
symbolized the internal power struggles and decision making at GM, a historic one-off. It only
shows miles, reportedly only driving to shows. If you can handle the price and the headache of
explaining this to your local DMV, it's up for grabs. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. Kia Napoli. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Car Culture. Here you'll
find some little-known facts about the Norwood plant, F Cars in general, and many other
vehicles that Norwood produced since it opened in We'll have loads of this stuff in the
documentary! During its development, the Camaro convertible, being a semi-integral body with
a sub-frame, had a flexibility that resulted in an unacceptable torsional vibration. Basically,
when it drove, it had an annoying shake to it. When Pete Estes, newly appointed Chevrolet
General Manager, was given a ride in an early prototype, he noticed the problem and directed
the engineers to fix it. Though they tried all the conventional structural solutions they could
think of that had worked in the past, nothing seemed to help. Finally, they resorted to hiding
vibration dampers in the four corners of the car. These steel cylinders, containing heavy
weights on springs suspended in oil, were tuned to act as harmonic dampers to absorb the
vibrations and stabilize the body. Estes was pleased when he was taken on his next
demonstration ride until he found out what they had done. He was not impressed with the
inelegant solution they added about pounds to each car , and was very vocal about his
disappointment. The engineers continued to work on the problem until the convertible was
dropped from the Camaro line in , but they never succeeded in getting rid of the cocktail
shakers. In a move to create something even sportier than the wildly successful GTO, DeLorean
tried unsuccessfully to develop a production version of the Pontiac Banshee concept. Fearing a
cannibalization of the successful Corvette market, GM brass refused to allow DeLorean to
further develop the sporty 2 seater. DeLorean wasn't happy. Being shoehorned into a car
platform that wasn't developed by Pontiac wasn't what DeLorean wanted to do, but given no
alternatives, he vowed to make the Firebird a formidable rival to the Chevrolet side Camaro. In
many ways the production Firebird outperformed it's Chevrolet sibling. DeLorean immediately
saw the rapid gains that Chevrolet was making in powerful performance options offered in the
Camaro, however. Not to be outdone, DeLorean, immediately set out to create a super sport
version of the Firebird. In , after moving Firebird assembly from Lordstown, Ohio to Norwood,
the 1st production model Trans Am roared to life, sparking a performance arms race between
Chevrolet and Pontiac that lasted for decades. In the years after the release of the first
generation F-body, General Motors couldn't shake declining revenue, but Pontiac remained
highly profitable under DeLorean. Despite his reputation as a corporate maverick, DeLorean

went on to be promoted to head Chevrolet. His nostalgic feelings of being the underdog at
Pontiac were the alleged motive. Regardless of what really happened, DeLorean grew
increasingly frustrated within the corporate culture of GM while heading the flagship Chevrolet
Division. That later evolved into the Delorean DMC production car, and the rest is history as
they say. Next time you watch Marty McFly travel through time on the big screen and think,
"What a cool car! Before the Camaro got its name, it was referred to internally at General Motors
by its project code name, XP This brand new "F-body" platform was on a fast track for a late
release to go head to head with the Mustang. The only problem was that the car had yet to
receive a name. In order to keep pace with the fast approaching release, photoshoots were
scheduled. This meant that the first press car had to be assembled with no provisions for
mounting name plates on the body panels since General Motors didn't yet know what name
plate would go on it. Adhesive backed "temporary" name plates can be seen in some early
photos, however the same car can been seen in other photos with no name plates applied. This
preceded the September 26, official unveiling of the Camaro by a mere three months. In , GM
offered an option called the "liquid tire-chain". What you got, if your car came equipped, were
two canisters of de-icer mounted in the trunk above the rear wheel wheels. At the push of a
button, de-icer would squirt over your back tires melting the snow and ice from the treads.
In-theory, this would give you better traction to move through the slick stuff. In reality, it didn't
work so well and was seldom ordered, making it a very rare option found on few cars today.
Hot-rodders did, however, find a novel use for the "liquid tire-chain". Some would rig these
canisters up with bleach and make a burnout-mobile at the touch of a button. Whether it was the
ineffectiveness of the gadget, or a pending liability issue given its bleachy drag strip use, GM
cancelled this option in , never to be offered again. Sign Up. Who We Are. Did You Know?
Shaken, Not Stirred The 67' Camaro Convertible. View fullsize. A Car by Any Other Name John
Z. DeLorean, however, definitely had the inkling. Under his watch, Pontiac commissioned the
Banshee, a lithe, fiberglass-bodied two-seater. And now that piece of Pontiac history is coming
up for sale. The original Ford Mustang I concept from , for example, was a two-seater.
Unfortunately, the Banshee never made it past the concept stage, as it was shot down by GM
brass, perhaps fearing in-house competition for the Corvette. Two Banshees survived: this
silver coupe and a white convertible. They were stashed away by Pontiac employees who later
bought the cars in New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Related Story. Dragone Auctions. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From News. The concept foretells both Pontiac
Firebird and Chevro-let Corvette styling. The lines and textures in the grille, the shapely wheel
openings in the fiberglass body, and the frameless top of the windshield all leave a lasting
impression. Today the year-old Banshee seems almost contemporary, and could pass for the
latest retro design. It feels like a production car; the plain black dashâ€”with chrome-edged
circular gauges and a rectangular radio borrowed from the Tempestâ€”is well finished and
user-friendly. A walnut-rimmed steering wheel offers a surprisingly subtle contrast to the black
surfaces and sparse chrome hardware. The two leather buckets are comfortable for tall people.
The seats do not travel, but the pedals are adjustable. The Banshee does not have working
headlightsâ€”the pods in the fender are empty. Another interesting feature is the rear deck,
which opens up to release or swallow the top. However, using the key in the lock at the back of
the car only opens the trunk lid section of the rear deck. Bortz has not taken the. Our drive in
the Banshee was more leisurely. We were in the suburbs, it had been raining, and looked ready
to do so again. To experience driving with the top down, we decided on a short route with little
traffic, but right as we began to enjoy how smoothly the four-speed manual transmission shifts,
we gave in to the temptation to run with the cars entering a nearby expressway. Driving such a
car in threatening weather underscores one of the drawbacks of older carsâ€”seals in windows
and doors can dry out, and in a downpour it can be hard to know exactly where the vulnerable
spots are. Similarly, water splashing and breaking through the undercoating of such a valuable
car can also be a problem. After the Banshee project was canceled, this eight-cylinder roadster
and a companion six-cylinder coupe avoided the crusher by being hidden in shipping crates.
Years later the cars were sold to their designers with a rumor GMAC financed the sales. In
Collins sold it to Bortz. GM management saw the idea as competition for the Corvette and
rejected it. Determined, DeLorean went ahead and had the Banshee built in secret, then sought
to have it accept- ed as a Mustang competitor. Again approval for production was denied. Car
Life. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. This content is created and maintained by
a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may

be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From News. Thanks go to Rocco B for sharing the tip! You get
her or him something no one else can have: the only Pontiac XP Banshee coupe in existence.
This truly lovely little piece of GM history is now availableâ€” on craigslist , of all places, as well
as Hemmings and other such reputable outletsâ€”from a dealer in Milford, Connecticut archived
ad. Well, if you have to askâ€¦. In addition to this six-cylinder coupe, there was also a
fully-functional V8 roadster built, which also still exists today. While then-Pontiac boss John Z.
DeLorean had every intention of putting the Banshee into production, and it showsâ€”although
the rearward-hinged canopy roof is pure show car fantasy, this is a remarkably well-finished
little coupe. Still, prototype details, like the Cadillac seat belt buckles , remain. When the project
was canceled, the Banshees were slated to be destroyed, but luckily both were preserved by,
and eventually sold to, Pontiac employees. What a neat little car this would have been! If you
were the one who had it all, what one-of-none dream car would you like to own? Beautiful car
and concept. Not too sure but did firebird sell a banshee model in Also i Had a single OHC 6 cyl
but changing timing belts every miles but only lasted miles. Looks like a cross between a Vette
and a Toyota GT. Nice car! A few years back there was a coupe at the Crawford Museum in
Cleveland. I wondered which was first, this car, or the mako shark 2, or the manta ray. I saw the
car at Crawford also. It was on display with a group of old prototype cars. I was surprised to see
so many of these cars in private hands, outside of manufacturers confines. Cool piece of GM
history to own. But selling it on Craigslist? GM executives instructed DeLorean to cease further
development in One year after DeLorean introduced his Banshee concept. Who copied whom?
Typical corporate BS. The C3 Corvette began as a Pontiac. Park where? Passenger side maybe.
Why no photos of it as it sits today? Every picture is doctored and not recent, and the YouTube
video is a few years old. Wherever did this dealer come up with this car? Those miles seem
sinfully low to me. This car is so so cool If anybody knows of a tempest 6cyl with a manual trans
I am a buyer as long as I can restore it and I would be happy to give a finders fee as long as BF
does not mind! A 3rd body which I owned back in the s was constructed but never completed.
Have one very poor image of it hanging in my garage. Sold it to a Pontiac engineer who had
plans on completing it but I never heard the outcome. Even though the pictures are old, I have
been in that dealership and seen the car in person. Still looks like the pictures. There is no trunk
lid and the panel lines suggest that the roof comes off to the rear of the car??? That makes no
sense and would look really odd as the styling on the rear of the car would not be smooth. I
would have thought George Barris jumped at the opportunity or at least Richard Rawlins. To
make a tribute car. Another narrow minded dweeb I see. Was fun seeing it. Oh Well, was still
fun. Absolutely super coolâ€¦.! I thought that they were in museums,or lost to history! A lot of
future styling cues, for a lot of future GM vehicles, I personally love the styling,even the rear
hinged roof, but how does one close roof ,once inside? This is sooooâ€¦cool thoughâ€¦!
DeLorean made a habit of tweaking his superiors, interesting guy. Did one of these end up in
the Warhoops recycling yard outside of Detroit? And I would want to see all of the Quality
Control reports on those roof latches before I took that car on the freeway. Is jellison or 1 of
those others still arounf to make a knock off? Killer car. C2 Vette in the front with a hint of
C3ness. Firebird in the back. I can see why GM killed the project. This was a concept car. That
means Delorean would have had a lot more latitude in his design options as opposed to his final
production models. GM if approving it for production instead of nixing it would probably have
said cool design, but your gonna have to do something about that rear hinged roof idea. He
then would have eliminated it and let it be more corvette like and solid. He knew how to work
GM pretty well most of the time. I think he just got fed up with them and that is why he produced
his own car eventually. You can only have your ideas rejected so many times before you just up
and leave. Especially when they are great design ideas. This was really one of his better
inspired ideas that should have floated no problem. This is actually a huge benefit as opposed
to coming up with a total and complete redesign or introducing a brand new model altogether
that would have required far more start up costs. It would be interesting to know who the actual
people were that said no to the idea so we could tell them if they were still alive that they just
blew it that time. This is not the only gorgeous car stopped dead in its tracks by the Corvette! I
wrote about this car for Musclecar Enthusiast back in and spoke at length with the family before
and after the sale. Even back in , B-J was not the way to sell this car. What happened to this
car? Well GM brass made sure it became the C3 corvette. To this day the Corvette looks more
like the Banshee than the original Corvette design. Typical for a large organization, no one
looked up the word in the dictionary which has a constant theme: messenger of death â€”
which would not have played well in sales rooms! Has me wondering why the B-J sale price was
so low. Car investors are a funny lot, obviously so influenced by each other as to have a herd
mentality. If it had been set up with a V-8, would someone want it more? So Lennie Napoli sits

on the Banshee, figuring that someday, someone will pay his price for what is arguably one of
the most historic prototype built cars in the lineage of auto-making in the USA. BUT: If he really
wants to sell it, there is marketing to be done, and that takes money. Display at Amelia Island,
Monterey, and others. And be certain that it could be driven around on the grounds of the
shows. Agreed, the whole thing smells bad being listed on craigslist. Who ever it was that
responded that he never had any trouble selling cars on CL was extremely lucky. Its like the
wild west, no rules and proceed cautiously, especially if you go to buy something. Stay safe.
Cheers GPC. Oil Slick- your comments are not in the spirit of barnfinds. I think you need to
leave. I forgot more than you will ever know. First, how did an image of my story end up as an
image above my text? If so, thank you. What am I missing Jesse? Second, I was standing with
the Killen Family when the car sold and they were as shocked at the hammer price as I was. I
thought the car sold for one-fifth my expectations. As I mentioned in my Musclecar enthusiast
column, Mopar B-body Hemi clones sold for more that weekend. I spoke with Lenny Napoli this
morning. We talked 14 years ago when he bought the car. I think this time, I might be more
successful. I am going look through my files to see what other photos I took of the car back in
This is, by any measurement standard, a very significant car on so many levels. In my opinion,
this car is worth more. How much? A never before published photo of the Killen Family at B-J I
believe I have more photos of the car â€” the one that illustrated the store was shot someplace
else, a hotel perhaps â€” so it will take time to find them. They are not stored on my online
cloud. I read were John Delorean wanted the as a option on this Great car to be â€” being lighter
than the Vette â€” it would have been a top dog on the Street and Track :. Well, the conversation
here seems to be going on and on. Yes, the design is similar to the C3 corvette, but the lines are
not yet as clean. A design exercise. To the right person, maybe, but apparently that person has
not come forward yet. The windshield pillars are quite thin. Both off the shelf parts? I would
imagine GM would still not allow dynacorn bodies of it to be built. Yep, I mentioned that it is the
convertible prototype. Apparently, they made 2 drivable prototypes: a coupe and a convertible.
Great to read about both, and glad that the convertible is driven regularly. The pedals do. I can
see the C-3 Vette in this car. Stick a in it. That would be plenty in such a light bodied vehicle. I
love it! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds.
Nathan Avots-Smith. More: Pontiac. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments 86 Vette
Convertible. Tom Justice. Jim M. T Mel. Really, who sells a prototype vehicle on Craigslist? Very
strange for a dealer.. Being a Pontiac lover its fantastic. Hard to park with no drivers side mirror
though. Alexander Member. Mike H. Nice design that has aged well. Beaver Prince. D Brooks.
Paul K. They had one with and a conv I have work on for Joe bortz. What does it look like with
the top off? Nathan Avots-Smith Member. Why attach the roof to the trunk lid?? Rocket Sled.
What a gorgeous convertible that would make!! Better gas mileage on windy days. Going
backwards. Clever as a fox, that GM. Air brakes maybe? Cool concept though!!! Jamie P.
AutoArcheologist Member. Eddie Harris. Think of how much of this design ended up on the
Opel 2. Bruce and Linda Jorritsma Home. A lot of corvette going there! This car is too important
not to be in a museum or at the least a publicly viewable collection. Nice find. Joe P. A gorgeous
looking automobile went down the tubes. I wonder how old the timing belt is? Pa Tina. Rich
Truesdell. Absolutely beautiful car. What a shame it never saw production. DayDreamBeliever
Member. Cheers GPC 2. There is a reason why G. In a ugly contest between this and the C3
Corvette both would loose. If it was up to me I would have sent both to the crusher and never
produced either one. Richard Truesdell. A quick follow up to my earlier post. Rubin Collazo. I
work on convertible one with the 4 speed that Joe borzt has. Matt Watson. I read were John
Delorean wanted the as a option on this Great car to be â€” being lighter than the Vette â€” it
would have been a top dog on the Street and Track : 1. A kit car maker should copy,
manufacture, and sell it. Be cool with a â€” Pontiac Stroker V8 ci. Joseph Defelice. Jesse
Mortensen Staff. That is a funny coincidence. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Hi
Shannon â€” Is this caribee body off your radar? Do you know of any others, or a Jamaican
body available? Thanks, Chuck. I own a banshee and the rear window is checked all over and
cracking do you have any idea what kind of rear window fits this kit or where to get one??
Thanks any info. Ivey Duke, Do you want to sell you Banshee car or body? Contact me at:
my53vwbeetle juno. Any condition. Must be nesr the east coast as it will be shipped to the U.
Might consider a Jamaican. I have misplaced my manual and desperately need to know. I did
not build it, but have worked on it. The car in Detroit was something on Craigslist a couple years
back. Not my car though. I ne
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ed to know what year corvette windshield is used since mine is cracked. I also would like to
know what year glass is used for the rear window so I can replace the plexiglass window. Bram
from Belgium here! In Europe these cars seem to be very rare! How many of them where ever
made? How many went to other continents? And most important questionâ€¦ how much is a
good one worth? Your email address will not be published. Charles Dinger says:. March 25, at
am. May 22, at pm. Tim says:. June 12, at pm. Jim says:. July 13, at am. December 7, at am.
August 23, at pm. Kevin says:. August 27, at am. David Grant says:. December 12, at pm. Donnie
says:. March 23, at pm. Chad says:. December 21, at pm. Mike says:. August 22, at am. Rick
says:. July 6, at pm. Chuck says:. July 26, at am. Dan Cotter says:. September 30, at am. March
15, at pm. Scott says:. October 25, at am. Bram says:. March 31, at pm. Tom says:. December 1,
at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

